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The Policy Lab is about to start...Bear with us!



Planning for Resilience? Introductory Keynote
Prof. Lorenzo Chelleri



We all know what it means.

Do we know how to implement and measure it? 















Many definitions

Even more applications



The emergence of Urban Resilience in Research: from Resilience to Urban Resilience



























Are you planning for Risks’ impact reduction (Adaptation), or to mitigate risks (transformation)? 



Keynote take-home Message 1

Urban resilience needs to be un-packed respect to its approaches
and these need to be managed synergistically to avoid lock-ins



Resilience and Sustainability

Here Resilience and sustainability are used
almost interchangeably..



Resilience and Sustainability

Source: Elmqvist, Thomas, et al. "Sustainability and resilience for transformation 
in the urban century." Nature Sustainability 2.4 (2019): 267-273



If we think that by building un-critically 
resilience we achieve sustainability.. 

Are we confounding Sustainability 
with “Persistence”?

resilience can make unsustainable system 
persistent

Resilience and Sustainability



Keynote take-home Message 2

Urban resilience needs to be un-packed respect to its approaches and these managed synergistically to avoid lock-ins

Resilience and sustainability are different and resilience only works for system persistency, not sustainability per se



Last but not least.. Community resilience and urban resilience

“Social practices were many 
times the main vehicle that 
communities or cities would 
use to deal with problems” 
(ARUP, 2014)

“The role of civil society
has been not properly
recognized in providing
urban services (-) but it
does play a key role as a
factor increasing city
resilience”
(City Resilience Framework, 2014)



Source: Henrik Ernstson, Stephan Barthel, Erik Andersson, Sara Borgström (2010)
Scale-Crossing Brokers and Network Governance of Urban Ecosystem Services:
The Case of Stockholm

Understanding Social-Actor Networks & 
their Geo-Spatial configurations

Understand shapes and typologies of 
Social networks within a territory 
is key to understand the why(s) 
of urban dynamics, developments 
choices and finally the potentials of 
community resilience 



Urban resilience and communities’ resilience 



Urban resilience and communities’ resilience 

“reflect on what precisely it is that is 
being made resilient, in the face of 
which specific dynamics, for whom ..”
Smith and Stirling 2010

“the uncritical assumption of positive 
outcomes from resilience-building
may fail to address different winners 
and losers and the political processes
mediating trade-offs between actors”
Bahadur and Tanner 2014



Keynote take-home Message 3

Urban resilience needs to be un-packed respect to its approaches and these managed synergistically to avoid lock-ins

Resilience and sustainability are different and resilience only works for system persistency, not sustainability per se

Resilience for whom? Consider Resilience Trade-offs: 
What is made resilient, who is benefitting, whose resilience is reduced while increasing others’ resilience?



Quick check to cities practitioners’ understandings of urban resilience



https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/8/7/701

Resilience implies robustness or transformation? U.S. Perspective (2016) 

https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/8/7/701




https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0264275120313330

Inconsistencies ahead

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0264275120313330


Quick check on Quality of our (European) Climate Resilience Plans



https://www.nature.com/articles/s42949-023-00085-1#MOESM1

Full study available here

https://www.nature.com/articles/s42949-023-00085-1


Which is the quality of European cities’ Climate Plans?

Poor quality in general

Poor Progress in quality over time

Poor Consistency

Poor consideration for people 
and vulnerable groups



Is there any lack of guidance? 



Emerging of frameworks-tools and target audience





Source: Sharifi et al, 2016





Keynote take-home Message 4

Urban resilience needs to be un-packed respect to its approaches and these managed synergistically to avoid lock-ins

Resilience and sustainability are different and resilience only works for system persistency, not sustainability per se

Resilience for whom? Consider Resilience Trade-offs: 
What is made resilient, who is benefitting, whose resilience is reduced while increasing others’ resilience?

Cities lack skills and the human resources to understand, chose and apply the tools they need, as the expertise to write 
bankable projects for accessing funding. Also, there is a huge gap in term of policy coherence.





Thank you 
Lchelleri@uic.es

Keynote take-home Messages

Urban resilience needs to be un-packed respect to its approaches and these managed synergistically to avoid lock-ins

Resilience and sustainability are different and resilience only works for system persistency, not sustainability per se

Resilience for whom? Consider Resilience Trade-offs: 
What is made resilient, who is benefitting, whose resilience is reduced while increasing others’ resilience?

Cities lack skills and the human resources to understand, chose and apply the tools they need, as the expertise to write 
bankable projects for accessing funding. Also, there is a huge gap in term of policy coherence.

mailto:Lchelleri@uic.es


Break
We will be back at 11:20 sharp! 



URBAN PLANNIG

FOR RESILIENCE:

THE CITY AND THE 
REGION

EUKN
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Miran Gajšek, City of Celje



The concept

1) The water catchment area of Savinja river and
its tributaries is the same like the NUTS 3 
region; it‘s the „programming region“ for EU 
cohesion policy and EUROSTAT statistics. 

2) Savinja river is the torrential one.
3) The state and 212 local communities are 
responsible for urban planning, (according to 
Slovenian Constitution and legal system) 
4) The rule: floods, earthquakes, fires: We have to 
do, what can not be done in normal circumstances! 
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Zagreb: basic data

Medvednica 
nature park

Lonjsko polje 
nature park

Žumberak –
Samoborsko gorje 

nature park

No. of inhabitants, 2021: 
City of Zagreb: 767.131
City of Zagreb + Zagreb County: 1.067.116



Zagreb earthquake of 1880

Zagreb earthquake
November 9, 1880
Magnitude 6.3



Zagreb earthquakes of 2020

Zagreb earthquake
March 22, 2020 
Magnitude 5.5

Series of Petrinja earthquakes
December 29, 2020 
Magnitude 6.2



Natural disaster as a trigger and accelerator for urban renewal

• ..." it is not only about the restoration of houses and monuments, but
also about the restoration of the living habitat for 37,000 residents,
because without them the city is just an empty shell.

• The reconstruction of Zagreb should by no means be just the sum total
of the reconstruction of individual buildings, but the image of the city,
the multitude of its faces that make up its identity must be restored..."

• (Branko Kincl, HAZU, Croatian Academy of Arts and Sciences, 16 April 2020)

Comprehensive Renovation Program of the Historic Urban Core of Zagreb



• Vision of urban renewal - GreenCenter 2050

• Sociodemographic vitality, social cohesion and social justice

• Identity, ambiental characteristics and recognisability of the city 
center

• Climate change resilience and climate neutrality using NBS

• Energy transition and economy development on basis of and circular 
economy

• Transit (freight and car) traffic restriction for the historic core;

• Electrification of transport systems

• Redefining the traffic network - forming zones of traffic calming

• Biodiversity increase (biosolar roofs, canopies); 

• Water management (rain gardens, green roofs, public fountains,...);

• Introduction of natural terrain standards on the plot, construction of 
green roofs

• Enabling temporary shading of public areas – increasing tree canopy
cover

Comprehensive Renovation Program of the Historic Urban Core of Zagreb

ARCHITECTS VISION – SCENARIO 1

ARCHITECTS VISION – SCENARIO 2

CIRCLE ECONOMY

MOBILITY AND TRAFFIC 
SYSTEMS

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY

GREEN INFRASTUCTURE AND 
CLIMATE CHANGE

ECONOMY

LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

URBAN PLANNING

SOCIOLOGY

CONSTRUCTION RENEWAL

HERITAGE 
PROTECTION



Other wake-up calls

Urban pluvial flood
July 2020

Extreme weather
July 2023

Sava high water level
August 2023



Urban planning documents are one of the main instruments for enforcement of 
climate and sectors policies since they cover all spatial aspects and fields.

Low Carbon Development Guidelines 
Proposition for Spatial and Urban Plans

Development Guidelines for Spatial and Urban Plans



EUKN Policy Lab 

‘Urban Planning for 

Resilience’

: Zagreb, Croatia

Thank you for your attention

Nikša Božić, dipl.ing.arh.

niksa.bozic@zagreb.hr



B r u s s e l s  a s  a  s p o n g e  c i t y

E U K N  P o l i c y  l a b

2 4  O c t o b e r 2 0 2 3

M a a r t e n  D e  B a c k e r ,  p e r s p e c t i v e . b r u s s e l s

K e e p i n g  u r b a n  w a t e r  c l e a n ,  

a c c e s s i b l e  a n d  c o n t r o l l a b l e



Perspective.brussels

• Brussels regional public agency created in 2016

• Spatial and strategic planning agency

• Multidisciplinary centre of expertise

• Coordination of the Belgian EU Presidency 2024 

on urban policies 

Belgium: 3 regions

  Brussels, Flanders, Wallonia



Urban water in Brussels

1550 2020



Why is Brussels (and your city) so vulnerable?

• Water infrastructure is often overengineered

➢ Less interaction with surface water 

➢ Water sources diverted to sewers

➢ Rain causes pressure on infrastructure  pollution, floods

➢ Brussels case: Senne river too small to recover from total population stress

Sewer overflows Reduced water quality Less water interaction



Brussels as a 

sponge city



Brussels as a sponge city: 2 objectives 

1. Improve water quality

– Absorb rain water runoff, give space to river

– Improve link water and urban planning

2. Make water accessible

– Acknowledge water demand

– Hollistic landscape-design

Social statistics

Technical data

Ongoing study of 20th century urbanisation in Brussels



Hollistic landscape design

Rain gardens Restoring the riverRethinking road network

Swimming infrastructureRedistribute public space



Belgian Presidency EU24

A presidency that cares about cities
A program related to developing resilience

1. Resolve flood and drought risks of urban and metropolitan regions
– Pilot Action Territorial Agenda: Urbanisation strategies for transregional or transnational 

valleys facing climate change. 

2. Developing qualitative density in cities
– European Seminar for spatial planning agencies to share case-studies, solutions and 

challenges in order to build resilience and reconcile the urban with nature

Host: perspective.brussels 

29-30/05/2024
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Contact: 

mdebacker@perspective.brussels 

Thank you!

mailto:europe@perspective.brussels


EUKN Urban Planning for Resilience
Policy Lab for Slovenia (Spodaj slovenščina)
24/10/2023

REFRAMING VENICE AS A LIVING CITY 

Jane da Mosto

We are here Venice ETS

(Satellite view of the Lagoon of Venice)





VENICE IS THE LAGOON LANGUAGES OF VALUE EXCHANGE OF KNOWLEDGE



Images: Eleonora Sovrani, Nicholas 
Hilaire
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Images: Eleonora Sovrani





Thanks for your attention!



Get in touch
policylab@eukn.eu

www.eukn.eu
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